Issue 113 March 2020

Welcome to our 113th edition of the newsletter. Included in this months newsletter are articles
on our new sales adviser, first aid, interest rates, maize fertiliser, Red Tractor dairy standards,
buying group benefits, commodities updates and environmental stewardship.
.
Your feedback and comments are most welcome. If clarification is required, please contact the
article contributor or for more articles and news visit www.fcgagric.com.
Edited by Gerard Finnan of David Bardgett Ltd and The Farm Consultancy Group
Tel: 07976 426420.

Steve Willats joined DBL in February as an on-farm sales adviser. Steve lives in
North Devon and has over 30 years’ experience within the agricultural industry.
In the last 10 years he has worked predominantly in Devon and Cornwall selling
feed/minerals, fertiliser, animal health and dairy hygiene products to the farming
community.
In the coming months, Steve will be calling on existing and potential new customers, increasing awareness of the value for money DBL can offer to the farming
community by buying in bulk while keeping overhead costs to a minimum while
providing a quality backup and advice.
“Steve’s appointment will give us an experienced presence in the west of our area which will enable us to
expand the DBL name and product range, and add value to livestock farming businesses”, commented
Gerard Finnan, Director.
Steve can be contacted on 07395 498175 or email: steve@davidbardgett.co.uk

Last month, our office held a training day on Emergency First Aid at Work for our team. Having
personally never attended any form of First Aid training I didn’t know what to expect. I was
pleasantly surprised and came away from the four-hour course having learned a lot.
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Do you have a designated First Aid trained person in your business? It is the law to have one
person first aid trained when you employ 5 people or more, including the business owners, but
is also useful for all your team to attend such a course. Your team are working in a much more
dangerous environment than most and anything to increase awareness and help a quicker and
more professional response to an emergency could save lives.
If you require more information on who we used, contact Karen in the office on
Tel: 01935 850093 or email midwest@fcgagric.com
In the event of an emergency in a rural location, how easily could you describe to the emergency services where you are located? Having a precise location could save time and lives. A
postcode covers a wide area. There is a phone app called What3Words and it applies three
unique words to every three square metres in the world.
It is free to download and use, and it is used by most emergency services.
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I am sure that many of you will have fixed part of your term loans at some time. Interest rates remain extremely
low and there has been talk of a further base rate cut. If you are considering fixing, make sure you are fully
aware of the cost, especially if you want to repay borrowing early. It is difficult to fairly compare the fixed rates
loans of each finance provider and the conditions attached. In general terms do not fix a loan you may want to
repay early.
Fixed rates are very competitively priced in the current market but beware of the small
print.
Some early breakage fees can turn out to be costly if “cost of funds” move
against you. Don’t forget that the cost of funds is a very important factor and you
need to understand this. Contact Ed at edwarren@fcgagric.com or Tel: 07434
723443 for a look and understanding the small print in your loan agreements.
Midwest Consulting Limited is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a registered credit broker FRN793780. We
are members of the NACFB.

Many growers under-value FYM and see it as a bulky and heavy waste product. However, when managed
and applied correctly it can be one of the best forms of fertiliser. FYM not only provides N, P and K but is
also high in organic matter, meaning that it helps to improve soil structure, and provides a food source for
the soil biology.
However, to unlock its full potential, trials adding a further carbon source, such as liquid carbon based fertiliser (L-CBF)
BOOST, pre and post crop emergence, have shown it helps
stimulate the soil biology by providing an energy source which
aids the breakdown of the organic matter in FYM into a more
readily available format for the plant in a shorter time period.
This has been shown in a recent maize trial (table 1) where LCBF BOOST was used at 20 l/ha pre and post emergence.
The trial demonstrated up to an 11% increase in yield and a
significant increase in starch with quicker emergence and larger root mass, compared to a control group which had no L-CBF BOOST.

This is mainly due to better availability of nutrients which meant that crops were able to get up and away
from pests and diseases and build better root structures. Increasing root structure and quicker emergence
will be even more important this season to reduce the impact of water logging and compaction.
The conclusion from the trials is that including a naturally derived fertiliser which improves soil
structure and maximising its availability with a carbon source could be extremely valuable this season to not only help the bottom line, but to mitigate some of the effects of poor weather conditions.
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Contact Andrew at andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or
Tel: 07717 442888 for more information.
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Identification and traceability - Although these are long standing requirements, they are regularly raised as nonconformances due to lack of knowledge about timings for tagging or what records are required.
•
Cattle must be double tagged within 20 days of birth – the first tag being issued in the first 36 hours of life.
•
It is important that those missing a tag must have it replaced as soon as possible, not once a year at TB testing.
•
Births, deaths and movement records must be kept up to date – BCMS must be notified of births with 27 days,
deaths within 7 days and movements within 3 days.
Health plans and reviews - Livestock health plan must be reviewed by the vet annually and should include all aspects
of mastitis, biosecurity, vaccinations, drying off management, calving, youngstock management and euthanasia. Supplement plans are available for beef and sheep stock.
•
Annual reviews can be produced by the farmer (using templates available) using data collated from medicine,
culling, mortality records.
•
From October 2019 all farms must have a National Johnes Management plan (signed and produced by a BCVA
accredited Johnes Veterinary Advisor) and a BVD Eradication Programme, designed in conjunction with the vet.
Isolation of sick/injured livestock:
•
Sick, non-infectious stock – facility for isolation can be located within/close to other livestock housing.
•
Infectious stock – facility must be fully washable (with disinfectant), without sharing of airspace or
direct contact with other livestock.
Fallen stock:
•
Fallen stock must be removed promptly from housing/pens/fields.
•
Carcasses must be stored in a manner to prevent biosecurity, vermin, public, milk production issues.
•
Disposing of fallen stock must be done with a licensed collector. Incinerators must be APHA approved
(certification required).

If you require help with a pre-inspection audit for peace of mind and help prevent unannounced/risk
based audits, please contact Emily at emilywynder@fcgagric.com or Tel: 07944 680469.

With four new members joining our buying group in the last month, should you consider joining the buying group?
Being in a group brings buying power, not just due to volume but because suppliers know they will be paid on
time and so are willing to offer preferential deals. Our group now has 39 members with nearly 7000 dairy cows,
with beef cattle on top of this!
What are the advantages of a buying group and can it help your business? The main purchases within the
group are livestock cakes. The standard cakes supplied to group members are 12.8ME. We regularly test the
cakes with random samples to ensure the quality is being maintained and sort any delivery issues. Is your cake
regularly tested and is it up to spec? Because we buy the ingredients at the optimum times throughout the year,
formulations are fixed. Our current price list is approximately £20/t less than the equivalent like for like cake
from an alternative supplier.
We can provide the regular nutritional advice to go with the cake supply but this is
charged as an extra but totally transparent. We also supply all other feed types: fats,
minerals, milk powders, molasses at very competitive prices.
Fuel is bought through group and one new member has stated that he saved the cost of
his joining fee just on his fuel savings over the first year!
In 2019 we have tendered for over 500t of fertiliser on each of three sperate occasions over the last year. Aftercut, New Season (Nitram etc.) and Urea. Making a saving of several pounds per tonne each time. Being in the
group also brings advantages with discounts on CIS Johnes & health testing, Shearwell ear tags, all Kiwikit products, LN supply, dairy chemicals, silage sheets, insurances and many more.
We can make these price savings by buying in bulk, paying on time, looking around for the best value deals for
you so saving you time and sending you only one monthly invoice with a breakdown of all the products and services supplied through the month. Meeting and exchanging information and ideas with like-minded farmers, the
odd social occasion and off farm visits are also benefits of group membership.
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Why not be like the four new members I’ve already signed up recently and contact Andrew at
andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or Tel: 07717 442888,
for more details about joining our buying group?
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Covid-19. That’s all everything is dominated by this month, with talk of falling rates of inflation and stock
markets, slowing economies and falling interest rates. The pound has fallen by four cents against both the
dollar and the euro, on the back of Boris stating he is prepared to walk away from any trade deals! Oil has
fallen nearly another $3/barrel, all over the fears of a slowing world economy.
GDT has seen two further falls of -2.9% & 1.2% again due to fears of slowing demand from China.
Milk Powder - No change in milk powders this month.
Feed - Imported maize is continuing to look good value against UK cereals, with wheat and barley bouncing around on the news of the virus, but not really falling. Protein prices are climbing on the back of tight
supply from South America and currency. Brazil is still set for a record crop, but the harvest is slow. Rape
is climbing on the back of soya plus forecasts that the EU will be short for the second year running.
Fertiliser - After the rush in Jan/Feb there is a lull in fertiliser sales currently and based on current stocks,
prices have eased off a bit, with the current market still being weather driven. However, moving forward,
prices are firming, not being helped by currency. Phosphates are expected to increase £10/t with the next
shipment.
As we move into spring expect an increase in prices driven by demand and firming raw material costs.
Update – Expect mineral prices to rise in Q2 on the back of falling supply of ingredients from China due to
Covid-19. Anyone looking to order minerals, I would suggest to order before the end of the month at current pricing.
Contact Andrew at andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or Tel: 07717 442888,
for more up to date specific quotes.

The 2020 Environmental Stewardship schemes application window is now open. We
have a growing number of intensive and extensive farmer clients applying or who have
applied successfully for Mid-Tier, Higher-Tier, Water Capital Only and Wildlife Offers
under the existing Countryside Stewardship Schemes which are in place to apply for
until 2024. With BPS being phased out gradually between 2021 and 2028, a new
agreement lasting for 5 years will help the business though the medium-term uncertainty to join the new Environmental Land Management System (ELMS) when it has
had a couple of years to bed in and sort out any teething problems.
Examples include:
Stewardship on an extensive 200 acre holding claiming £35k per year for five years
and grants for establishment of crops and bird covers available also. No cattle required in future on this previously mixed farm.
Stewardship on an intensive 250 acre all grass farm claiming £5k per year but claiming
£45k capital grants for concreting stoned yards, covering over concrete, fencing ditches and extending tracks on the farm.
Important deadlines:

Application pack request deadline 31st May
Apply to Natural England for CSFO approval 31st May
Application deadline 31st July

The scheme does not have to interfere with your current farming system and we can
find options that fit with your farm in order to ensure that it is easy to manage, and
easy to comply, or can be used as a stepping stone to changing your farming system.
For more information and to find out if you are in a priority area, please contact
Sophie at sophiecahill@fcgagric.com or Tel: 07496 587011.
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FCG Sherborne Office:
Tel: 01935 850093
Email:
midwest@fcgagric.com
4 Trent Court
Trent, Sherborne
Dorset, DT9 4AY

Disclaimer: Whilst every care is taken to provide accurate information, no liability can be accepted for any omission or inaccuracy of fact
or opinion. These comments are for general guidance only. For specific recommendations consult the signposted consultant.
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